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Abstract

This article revisits Israel's trade and political alliance with the European Union – its major trade partner. The article examines the position calling to water down Israel-EU trade relations, considering EU's insistence on linking economic benefits with political advancement in the region, insights gained by the COVID-19 pandemic and substantial recent regional developments: Israel's trade diversification policy, the conclusion of Abraham Accords and the discovery of gas in the Eastern Mediterranean basin. Concluding that such a strategy may not serve the parties' interests best, the article explores ways to leverage these developments to further enhance EU-Israel partnership.
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1. Introduction

Israel is a small country, situated in an unfriendly neighborhood. Its trade and economic development, as well as its security and food security, highly depend on its trade alliances. Israeli industries can exhaust their comparative advantage and economies of scale only by selling their products or services abroad. The constant risk of sudden isolation, due to regional political hostilities or any other reason, such as the recent COVID-19 pandemic, urges Israel to prepare alternative import sources on which it may rely to ensure security and food security supplies in times of crisis.

Consequently, for Israel, becoming part of a larger and stronger player such as the EU may be a very tempting idea, both economically and politically. The notion of enhancing Israel's integration with the EU, its major trade partner – either fully, by joining it as a member state or partly, beyond the current level of mutual cooperation - was thus occasionally toyed with ((Pardo and Peters, 2012, 2014; Pardo, 2013) in academic and political forums, particularly in Israel, gaining enhanced public and political attention in times of crises.

In terms of geographical proximity, Israel is only 300 KM away from Cyprus, an EU member state. Apart for its importance in ensuring quick supply to Israel in cases of political or natural emergencies, this proximity is decisive to save expensive shipment and travel costs to remote destinations, and enable trade in perishable goods that could barely last long shipments, such as fresh foods, flowers, livestock, and fragile goods.

Israel and Europe share great cultural proximity. Many Israeli citizens are of European origins. More than half of the Israeli citizens are potentially entitled to an EU passport (Harpaz, 2013, 166-8) and more than 1 million carry one. Many Israelis speak European languages. The fact that EU is Israel's major trade partner reflects the high volume of mutual collaboration in business, industry and trade, proximity of consumer tastes and preferences and a high degree of Israeli reliance on the EU market.

The EU and Israel share commitment to democracy and the rule of law (Art. 1 Association agreement), as well as additional, universal values.1

Nevertheless, the EU persistently refuses to consider Israel's membership, relying on the formal excuse that Israel is not 'a European state', as required in art. 49 of the Treaty on the European Union (TEU). ii Although the EU could have profited from having a member state situated in the Mediterranean region, the EU seems to be concerned with the effect such a move may have on its relations with other countries in that region, and maybe with the implications such an exception to the rule may have in terms of other requests for membership. For the EU, the small Israeli market as a whole may not be interesting enough for pure economic reasons, to justify Israel's full membership. The EU is interested in leveraging its economic importance for Israel to strengthen its political effect in the region, iii establishing in it its 'normative power' status (Sher, 2018, 121; Munin and Sitbon, 2021). The Association agreement it shares with Israel seems to suffice to meet these goals. Thus, the EU includes Israel in the Mediterranean group of countries, subject to
cooperation frameworks with the EU such as the Barcelona Process, the ENP and the UFM. However, the EU does not hurry to exhaust the potential of these frameworks. In 2004 a mutual team of experts worked out a detailed action plan to turn some potential EU-Israel Association Agreement provisions effective. Despite the long time that passed, this action plan has not been fully realized, since the EU subjects such advancement to political advancement toward solution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. (Nathanson and Steter, 2006). For the same reasons, almost 27 years after its conclusion, the EU refrains updating the association agreement. The association council – the highest political instance of the EU-Israel Association Agreement – has not been convened since 2012 (European Parliament, 2020), although according to article 67 of the agreement it should have convened at least once a year. This approach invokes Israeli frustration, perceived as imposing unnecessary limits to the potential development of mutual economic cooperation. Joining the EU could have exposed Israel to even more substantial EU political pressure to solve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in the candidacy phase. However, judging upon the Cypriot-Greek experience, had Israel survived this phase, after becoming a full member it could automatically enjoy the entire market liberalization 'package' the EU offers to its members, while EU’s economic-political leverage over it might have been substantially eroded. In light of the reasons for this conflict, embedded in deep territorial and religious questions, it is hard to believe that becoming an EU member would have substantially changed Israel's status in the eyes of its neighbors, although they might have been strategically deterred. In their eyes, accepting Israel as a member without making it change its position towards the regional conflict would have been interpreted as one-sided EU support in Israel, which is clearly not in EU's interest and does not reflect its position. An idea of tempting Israel and the Palestinians to engage in a peace agreement with the 'carrot' of becoming EU members in return was invoked in the past (e.g. Burston, 2017). However, the EU never suggested it. Recent interventions of external players such as Iran in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict seem to further complicate the scene and diminish the chances for a quick solution.

In this reality, Israel's independence allows it to seek political support from other strong, global players such as the US (its major political ally and second trade partner) and even, to a certain extent Russia, perceived in Israeli eyes as fairer mediators than the EU.

EU's approach is one major reason why, in recent decades, Israel decided to start diversifying its trade alliances, beyond Europe and America, turning its attention mainly to Asia (Levkowitz, 2017). It recently concluded a free trade area agreement (FTAA) with South Korea and is now on the verge of concluding an FTAA with India (Arkin, 2021), negotiating also with Vietnam, China and the Euro-Asian Economic Union (EAEU, including Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus and Armenia). The conclusion of Abraham Accords in 2020, between Israel, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Morocco, Bahrein and Sudan, opened new trade horizons for Israel and changed the political 'peace for land' formula that stagnated the Israeli-Arab conflict for many years. In this front, Israel is on the verge of concluding an FTAA with UAE (Gorodinski, 2021). The COVID-19 pandemic seems to have reinforced this approach, illustrating the importance of trade partners' diversification (Munin, 2020).

The discovery of gas in the Eastern Mediterranean basin led to the initiation of regional collaboration with Egypt, Jordan, Greece and Cyprus, aimed at exporting part of this gas to Europe.

Allegedly, these developments strengthen Israel's global political and economic status, thus potentially weakening the EU’s economic leverage over it. While some believe that Israel should take advantage of this new equilibrium to decrease EU’s importance to this economy, this article contends that this result may mature in the long term. Currently, EU's share in Israel's external trade does not seem to decrease and some of its advantages specified above are irreplicable. Thus, in the meantime Israel may profit from enhancing a positive trade agenda with the EU, to the extent that the EU would be willing to collaborate with it.

2. Major Fields of Current Economic Cooperation Between Israel and the EU

Despite their ongoing political controversy, the EU and Israel cooperate in many economic aspects. This section describes some major fields of this collaboration, illustrating EU's inevitability to the Israeli market.

2.1 Trade

The EU is Israel's major trade partner: in 2020 mutual trade flows between Israel and the EU exceeded 41.8 bn $, almost one third of Israel's total international trade. Their trade balance reflects the asymmetry of their relations and size, as the scale of Israeli imports from the EU (27.1 bn$) is considerably higher than the scale of its exports to the EU (14.6 bn $) (Israeli Central Bureau of statistics, 2021). Their Association Agreement facilitates trade in goods by dismantling most trade barriers, such as customs duties, quotas, discriminating internal taxation and measures having equivalent effect. The system of pan Euro-Mediterranean cumulation of origin, launched by the EU in 2013, did not enhance cooperation between Israel and its Arab neighbors as expected (Tovias, 2021), yet it encourages collaboration between Israeli industries and counterparts from Turkey, EFTA states, the UK, and Ukraine, exhausting their respective comparative
advantages, in the production of goods entitled to benefits when exported to the EU. EU customers profit from this arrangement a greater variety of products in reduced prices.

2.2 Agriculture

EU-Israel’s trade in agricultural products is subject to a sectoral agreement from 2010, which works well (Tovias, 2021). The geographical proximity between Israel and the EU enhances trade in agri-food between them. Israel is mentioned among top EU agri-food trade partners, both as an origin and as a destination. (European Commission, 2020). In the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, Israel intensified imports of agricultural goods from the EU, to ensure food security, e.g. eggs.

2.3 Aviation

An EU-Israel ‘Open Skies’ agreement (European Commission, 2020a) was concluded in 2013, following an EU initiative from 2006. The EU wanted to replace old bilateral agreements of its individual members with a modern comprehensive agreement, to make it easier for its carriers to supply aviation services to Israel. This agreement considerably opened the Israeli aviation and tourism markets to competition, substantially lowering flight prices and extending market’s scope. It enhances tourism between the parties (European Commission, 2019a). Currently, the parties negotiate so called ‘One-Stop Security Arrangements’ to reach full EU recognition of Ben Gurion airport security arrangements. (Tovias, 2021).

In terms of space cooperation, Israel is one of a few non-EU countries that joined EU's Galileo navigation project (European GSA, 2020) since its beginning, substantially contributing to it in terms of technological know-how.

2.4 Environment

The geographical proximity between the parties underlines mutual environmental interests. For example, between 2015-17 the EU launched a twinning project with the Israeli Ministry of Environmental Protection, aiming to modernize and effectively implement Israeli environmental regulatory and management framework. (MoEP, 2020).

2.5 Health

Many Israelis study medicine in the EU, due to a shortage of Israeli medical schools to meet this demand. Israel saves the money necessary to educate future physicians while EU medical schools profit this money. Israel participates in EU initiatives such as the European Innovative Partnership on Active and Healthy Ageing (EU Commission, 2020b).

The COVID-19 pandemic illustrated other ways of medical collaboration. Most of the vaccines used in Israel originated in European countries, due to geographic proximity. Moreover, Israel asked the EU (and the US, two main destinations for Israeli travelers) to coordinate with it the rules for travelers, under which eligible people who have not received coronavirus booster shots will no longer be recognized as vaccinated. (The Times of Israel, 2021). Recently, Israel and the EU reached a reciprocal COVID passport agreement, facilitating mutual travels between them. (Globes, 2021). These developments reflect mutual trust of EU’s and Israel’s health regulators, that could facilitate future mutual recognition practices in other medical fields.

2.6 Research, Development and Education

Israel is a globally leading power in terms of R&D. Nevertheless, Israeli players in these fields suffer constant shortage of financing, due to the limited resources Israel can dedicate to these purposes. This need meets EU’s constant striving to develop and support R&D, known as a substantial growth engine, including by encouraging collaboration with non-members. Israel is the only non-European country which participated in Horizon 2020 (European Commission, 2020c) in projects involving, among other fields, nanotechnology, health, environment and communications. Due to the high EU interest in such collaboration, it has never been subject to political fluctuations, to the mutual benefit of both parties. Hence, Israel will participate in the new program, Horizon Europe. (Keidar, 2021).

Israel is inspired by EU initiatives with regard to higher education. Enhanced collaboration in this field between Israeli higher education institutions and EU counterparts is highly encouraged and facilitated by the Israeli Council for Higher Education under the auspice of Erasmus+ (European Commission, 2020d) and Bologna Process (European Commission, 2020 e) programs. By 2020, the EU had financed more than 7,000 Israeli students' stays in European universities. In 2018, more Israeli students studied in the EU than in the US (Tovias, 2021).

This process raises the academic level of all its participants, by creating synergy of academic resources, cultures and perceptions (Terry, 2008), ensuring high quality communication and collaboration between them. (Stone and Patrick, 2013).

For the EU, adherence of non-EU members such as Israel to these educational programs is an indication for exercising its ‘normative power’. (Zehavi, 2018).
The R&D and education platforms described above indirectly encourage trade between the parties, by raising awareness to services and products of the other party, by facilitating mutual market exposure and by creating networking between producers and suppliers (e.g., ISERD, 2019).

3. Aspects for Future Enhanced EU-Israeli Market Integration

The success of current EU-Israel collaboration motivates Israeli desires for its expansion, which could theoretically be obtained by full EU membership, and alternatively by enhanced liberalization.

3.1 The Legal Aspect

Becoming an EU member state would have required Israel to adopt the Acquis Communautaire, the full body of EU law, and fully subordinate its legal regime to EU legislation and courts. Such a step could have facilitated EU's imposition of its agenda on Israel, using substantial legal and economic instruments embodied in its law. Israel's membership would have enlarged EU's population and territory, giving it a territorial anchor in the Mediterranean region, and consequently broadening the scope of its legal effect as a 'normative power'.

In the long run, such a European anchor in the middle east could have served to enhance the realization of the Barcelona vision, of turning the Mediterranean region into a free trade area, following the EU model.

For Israel, this would have born several implications:

3.1.1 The substantive aspect

Current EU law is a product of more than sixty years of negotiations, drafting and legal interpretation in which Israel did not participate. Israel did not have a chance to influence its contents and it does not necessarily serve Israeli interests in the best way.

As an EU member, Israel would have had the right to fully participate in any EU legislation process, trying to enhance its interests. Nevertheless, being a relatively small country compared to other EU players, its influence over these processes would have been limited. Consequently, Israel could often find itself obliged to obey rules which are not serving best its interests.

Parts of this huge body of law may be more progressive than current Israeli respective law, thus potentially improve the Israeli legal system upon its adoption. This fact is recognized by the Israeli legislature and courts, already referring to it as a comparative source of ideas and inspiration (Pardo and Zemer, 2019). However, while independent, Israeli decision makers may opt for alternative solutions offered by other national systems, or by international standards, or develop original arrangements that suit domestic needs best.

For example, in the beginning of the Millennium Israel considered whether to adopt EU standards regarding obligatory securities issuance documents. A dialogue with the Israeli business community revealed that adopting EU standards may be burdensome for Israeli companies desiring to issue securities in the NASDAQ and in other non-EU security markets. Consequently, Israel abandoned this initiative. However, Twinning (liaise of EU experts with Israeli public sector for 18-24 months) and TAIEX (bilateral meetings between EU and Israeli officials) activities, introduced under the ENP, to which the EU allocates 2 million Euro per year, lead a discrete process of approximation of Israeli regulation in the domains of education, communication, and environment, with a future prospect to cover welfare as well. (Tovias, 2021).

3.1.2 The institutional aspect

Becoming an EU member would subordinate Israel to the superiority of EU courts, considered the highest instances interpreting EU law. This would derogate the current independent powers of the Israeli court system.

The cases of Brita (CJEU, 2010) and Psagot (CJEU, 2019), where the CJEU excluded the territories captured by Israel during regional wars from the scope of EU-Israeli's Association Agreement, clearly reflect the gap of political insights between Israel and the EU (see, e.g. Munin, 2015, 2015a; Munin and Sitbon, 2021). In Israeli eyes, these CJEU decisions effectively undermine collaboration leading to normalization between Israelis and Palestinians in these territories, excluding their products from Agreement's benefits.

The Israeli High Court of Justice opts for an alternative, pragmatic approach which recognizes the limits of public international law to regulate daily lives in areas suffering more than fifty years of contested sovereignty, striving to ensure reasonable life conditions for all citizens in such areas. (See, e.g., Israeli Court of Justice, 1981, 1982).

It is highly probable that had Israel joined the EU, the CJEU would have challenged such Israeli High Court of Justice decisions, replacing them with the Brita/Psagot approach.

3.2 Enhancing Economic and Trade Collaboration
EU membership is not currently feasible for Israel, and in certain aspects its current independent position is preferable for it. Yet, for the reasons specified and despite recent prospects for trade diversification, it is clear to both parties that currently, Israel's trade relations with other countries do not suggest a satisfactory alternative to its trade relations with the EU (Eran, Pinfold and Roset, 2018, 139-144). This section examines the pros and cons of enhancing their trade liberalization in different fields.

3.2.1 Trade

The EU is a customs union. As such, its external trade policy and law is fully integrated.

As a small, export-oriented market, Israel is trying to maximize global trade opportunities. While it could profit from joining a great global trade block like the EU, enjoying its considerable global negotiating power, Israel's isolation in the region and unique security challenges dictate a need for maximal flexibility in terms of external trade policy. Its independence from EU's common trade policy allows it to opt for trade rules and engage in international trade agreements best serving such goals.

COVID-19 illustrates the importance of this independence: Israel's early engagement in agreements with Pfizer and AstraZeneca enabled quick vaccination of the Israeli population and consequently, the quick return of almost full market operation, ensuring quick recovery of its economy from the crisis. This would not have been possible had Israel been an EU member, subject to EU discipline on this issue.

The fact that Israel is not bound by the common EU trade policy also facilitates its trade diversification policy.

Due to EU’s refusal on political and other grounds, Israel-EU Association Agreement does not yet provide for a free trade area in services (art. 29 Association Agreement), amounting for more than 70% of both parties' GDP. The implications of this unfortunate fact are somewhat watered down by current transportation and technological developments, facilitating trade and e-trade of services, by EU passports certain Israeli service providers hold and by the option Israeli suppliers have to establish and act through European Companies (SE) (European Commission, 2020f).

3.2.2 Financial and Monetary Aspect

The EU strives for full internal financial integration (Juncker, 2015, 2017).

Joining the EU would have subjected Israel to its financial and monetary integration process. For the EU this result could have been desirable: Israel is a relatively economically and financially strong and stable country, which could strengthen EU's financial alliance.

For Israel, such a step might have involved advantages and disadvantages:

3.2.2.1 Financial Commitment

While Israel is considered a developed country with GDP per capita of 43,610 $ for 2020 (World Bank, 2021), more than 15% of its GDP is spent on its direct and indirect security needs (Zeira, 2018, 129).

Had Israel become an EU member, it should have paid its share to the EU budget, based on its gross national income (GNI).14 Without taking into account these unique constraints, Being a relatively economically stable and prosperous country, it would have been reasonably expected to be a contributing member. This obligation could have imposed another considerable burden on its budget. At the same time, Israel could have enjoyed EU financing and full participation in all EU programs, wholly or partly offsetting this burden. It is thus difficult to assess what would have been its net contribution.

Under the current arrangement, Israel and the EU decide the fields of mutual collaboration. Due to its non-membership, the EU has full discretion whether to allow Israel's access to EU programs, and it exercises it subject to its political and economic interests. For example, nine Israeli organizations won Horizon 2020 Innovative Program grants to tackle COVID-19 (NoCamels, 2020).

Israel constantly risks EU refusal regarding its participation in specific programs. However, Israel pays membership fees only for programs in which it participates, thus effectively sparing the need to cross-subsidize other, relatively weaker EU members.

3.2.2.2 Financial Instabilities Spillover

Avoiding or minimizing financial instabilities spillover is a major internal EU goal. However, despite the substantial steps it took since the recent financial crisis, EU leaders admit that there is still a long way to go (Juncker, 2015, 2017).

In the beginning of the Millennium, when the Euro was introduced, some experts in Israel recommended considering unilateral replacement of the New Israeli Shekel with the Euro as the Israeli currency. (E.g. Melnick, 2003). These experts thought that the Israeli economy may indirectly profit from the potential growth of the EU market, reflected by a growing strength of the Euro. Opponents pointed on the disadvantages: unilaterally subordinating the Israeli economy to the...
fluctuations of a currency regarding which Israel had no say, being a non-member of the European Monetary Union (Munin, 2003, 40) and the potential effect of such a step on Israel's connections with other economies, such as the US (Tovias, 2003, 6).

Had Israel joined the EU-European Monetary Union (EMU), it could have participated in the monetary decision-making process, although its effect would have been considerably small. The fact that Israel did not engage in high levels of market integration with other countries, helps it avoid the quick spillover of the global financial crisis that severely hit the EU since 2010. Unlike EMU members, Israel maintained independent powers to determine the national market's interest rate and the authority to devaluate their currency, when necessary to prevent the financial crisis' adverse effects.

The financial crisis encouraged strict EU regulation, among other things forcing EU member states to submit their national draft budgets to review by EU institutions, before voting on them in the national parliaments (European Union, 2011, 2011a, 2011b) and subjecting national monetary systems to strict EU regulation and surveillance. (E.g., Munin, 2016). Being a non-EU member, Israel is free of these obligations, enjoying total independence in drafting its budget and performing financial market surveillance according to its national needs. At the same time, adherence to such EU constraints could have spared Israel unnecessary expenses or biases emanating from domestic political pressures. Maybe it could have prevented a reality in which between 2018 and 2021, due to domestic political fragmentation, the Israeli government was unable to decide a state budget (bearing sever market implications, particularly in the COVID-19 era).

3.2.2.3 Financial Solidarity

During the financial crisis of 2010, EU mechanisms and strong EU member states financially helped vulnerable EMU member states, directly and indirectly. As a non-EMU/EU member, Israel did not have to share this financial burden. Simultaneously, had Israel been adversely affected by the crisis, it would not have been entitled to the financial assistance EMU/EU member states received from these resources.

While Israel managed to skip severe consequences of that financial crisis, its economy was substantially hit by the COVID-19 crisis. In August 2020 the Israeli Bureau of Statistics estimated a yearly decrease of 28.7% in Israel's GDP – the greatest decrease since Israel's establishment (Caspin, 2020). Had Israel been an EU member state, it could have profited from generous EU financial and economic programs aimed at helping EU members to pull out of the COVID-19 crisis (Castellarin, 2020; Munin and Malka-Tiv, 2021). In such circumstances, Israeli independence may have proved a disadvantage, depending on the ratio between expected members' contribution and the offered assistance. Recently the Israeli market shows quick signs of recovering from the crisis, which may be broadly attributed to Israel's economic independence and full flexibility to take all necessary measures to achieve this goal. However, OECD's Economic Survey of Israel (2020) recommends a long list of structural improvements which may strengthen the Israeli economy against future crises. These include, among other things, upgrading infrastructure, improving educational outcomes, strengthening the fiscal framework for local governments, supporting the poor, simplifying tax systems and reducing economic distortions, improving environmental outcomes and reducing health risks. Many of these issues are neglected due to internal political pressures, or financial shortage. EU membership could have helped to realize them.

The EU may extend its financial assistance to support the Mediterranean region even in the current layout. A recent EuroMeSCO survey marks climate change and inclusive regional growth among the top challenges mentioned by Mediterranean (including Israeli) experts as fields where EU contribution may have an added value. (Tovias, 2021).

3.3 Fighting Centralization

The EU is a huge market, with strong competition rules and enforcement mechanisms.

Israel is a small and very centralized economy (Ben Yosef, 2008; Zeira, 2018, 355-396). For example, the Israeli financial services sector lacks a monopoly that adversely affects prices. The Israeli banking sector is dominated by five major players that pragmatically act as a monopoly. Israel has one stock exchange, in Tel Aviv, mainly dominated by institutional players. Consequently, many Israelis, particularly individuals, prefer to invest in foreign, more competitive stock exchanges. In recent years the Israeli regulator took several steps to enhance competition in the insurance sector. Nevertheless, these sectors are still highly centralized and non-competitive (Stein, 2015).

Extending trade liberalization between Israel and the EU to include financial services (art. 48 Association agreement) could have substantially improved competitiveness of this market, particularly had Israel approximated its relevant laws to EU regulation (European Commission, 2019b). It could facilitate the access of Israeli consumers to EU suppliers, and of EU suppliers to the Israeli market, forcing Israeli service providers to become more competitive. While such a step could have had a crucial effect for the Israeli market, its effect on EU suppliers would have been marginal, due to the
small size of the Israeli market. Thus, for the EU, this is not a priority. It prefers to channel its efforts towards huge financial markets like the US, Russia and strong Asian players first.

Israel could have obtained a similar effect by including in its other trade agreements provisions for mutual liberalization of their parties' financial markets. However, for the time being such provisions are included only in Israel-Panama free trade area agreement of 2018. (Israeli Ministry of Economy, 2020, annex 9-C).

3.4 Free Movement of Persons

Free movement of persons is one of the four freedoms underlining the EU, mandatory for all its member states. Israel was established following the atrocities of World War II, with the clear aim of creating a national home for the Jewish people. This aim is well enshrined in its declaration of independence, perceived by the Israeli Court of Justice as a constitutional document.

Current Israeli population exceeds 9.3 million citizens, of which about 74% are Jews and 21% are Arabs. (Israeli bureau of statistics, 2021). Israel is constantly struggling to keep the Jewish majority, realizing that otherwise it may lose its unique Jewish character which is its major 'raison d'etre'. Had Israel become EU member, many Israeli citizens desiring to work, learn or live in EU member states could have enjoyed the freedom of movement. At the same time, Israel would have been forced to open its borders to EU citizens desiring to live in it. Israel's experience with labor immigrants and the EU experience with the application of this freedom reflect that even when applied with all due precaution, it may cause a detrimental change in the texture of domestic communities (e.g., France). In the Israeli context, it may highly augment the risk of losing the Jewish majority and character. This fear, which was always on the table, is reinforced by recent years' huge waves of Muslim immigration to the EU.

It is added to constant security concerns and concerns with regard to abuse by antisemitic players (FRA, 2020).

In Israeli Jewish eyes, this seems to be a decisive consideration against joining the EU, particularly as a considerable number of the Israeli nationals hold, or are entitled to hold, an EU passport, thus already entitled to free movement in the EU.

The Israeli Arab population, which does not exhaust its full working and business potential (Zeira, 2018, 332-336), may favor such a step, for opening new individual opportunities for jobs, business, education etc. in EU member states and for its potential social and cultural effect on Israel.

3.4.1 Free Movement of Persons and Trade in Services

The fact that this freedom does not apply between EU and Israel considerably undermines the free movement of services between them.

Except where security considerations are involved, Israel and the EU share the common global approach ((E.g. Kakabadse, 1987), more tolerant to short or medium term stays, facilitating tourism, professional collaboration etc., than to long term or permanent stays of foreign citizens. To a certain extent, this approach allows Israel to balance the interest of keeping its Jewish nature, with the interest of benefitting from foreign expertise in different fields, and from intensive tourism (art. 54 Association Agreement).xvi

In the short run, both parties could have profited from some fine-tuning, mutually recognizing these rights in cases serving both parties' interests, by establishing a legal framework to determine their terms. For example, in the height of COVID-19 crisis, Israel suffered a shortage of medical services suppliers, that could have been recovered by such arrangements.

For the time being, Israel has made a first attempt to liberalize the movement of service suppliers, to a limited extent, only in its trade agreement with Panama from 2018, probably assuming that the relatively low level of market integration between them and the geographic distance would prevent a broad scale of accesses to Israel of service suppliers from Panama.

3.5 Regional Collaboration and Development

Regional initiatives for the Mediterranean (envisioned by art. 44 Association Agreement) were greatly undermined in recent years due to the political escalation in the region, enhanced by what is known as the 'Arab Spring'. (FEPS and MACRO, 2016). Israel found it harder than in relatively stable times, to collaborate with its neighbors. Even Jordan and Egypt, sharing peace agreements with Israel, preferred to collaborate only behind the scene, to avoid hostile opposition.

This ongoing reality substantially limited the fulfillment potential of EU initiatives for regional collaboration, e.g. under the UFM framework. To the extent these programs exist, they help to preserve and somewhat improve the limited dialogue between regional players.
In recent years Israel took advantage of loans granted by the European Investment Bank (EIB) under their framework agreement of 2006, to establish unilateral projects bearing regional implications. For example, the EIB is co-funding the establishment of a water desalination device in Ashdod (a city constantly attacked from Gaza Strip in the south-west of Israel) (Teleniri, 2009). This is one out of several such devices Israel developed and operates, having a substantive potential for solving the regional chronic lack of drinking water. The increase in available drinking water enabled the conclusion of a recent agreement between Israel and Jordan, in which Israel committed to double the annual water supply to Jordan, to enhance good neighborhood (Eichner, 2021). The EIB also co-finances the first thermo-solar power house in Ashdol, in the Negev (Gutman, 2014). This is a project with regional environmental implications, which the Bedouin population in that area may share. The EIB financed part of the developing infrastructure of the EastMed gas pipeline (collaboration with Cyprus and Greece to build infrastructure transferring Israeli gas to the EU) (Euronews, 2020).

The EIB also offers loans to private investors in the region. Some of them were offered through Horizon 2020, encouraging new technologies. Israeli companies enjoying such financing include Brenmiller Energy, for an advanced green energy storage facility in Dimona, in the south of Israel. (Globes, 2019), and Biondvax, developing a universal vaccine for flu. (Israeli Ministry of Economy and Industry, 2017). In 2020, the EIB Signed a collaboration agreement with the Israel Innovation Authority and a 50 million Euro financing agreement with Pluristem to develop therapies for COVID-19 and other unmet medical needs. (European Commission, 2020g).

Financial support for regional projects is an indirect EU constructive facility affecting the Mediterranean region, which is more acceptable by all regional players than direct political interference.

SMEs, forming a substantial part of the Israeli economy, suffer constant financing difficulties on regular bases. They are particularly hit by the economic implications of COVID-19. They can profit from loans offered by the EIB.

Such loans can also make a difference for SMEs ran by women in conservative religious and traditional communities, who can exhaust their work potential and improve their economic situation by working from home, to satisfy cultural constraints. (Munin, 2013).

Had Israel joined the EU, the scale of EU funding for such projects could have substantially augmented.

The recent Abraham Accords of September 2020, may create a new regional reality and atmosphere, encouraging other Arab countries to join regional collaboration (Munin, 2020a). The EU could enhance this process by suggesting financial and technical support, or rather lose some of its influence over the region, in light of these new players' involvement.

The gas discoveries in the Eastern Mediterranean basin may have created another way out of the regional deadlock. They encouraged collaboration between Israel, Egypt, Jordan, Cyprus and Greece, aiming at exporting gas to the EU through the ambitious EastMed Pipeline. This initiative is observed as a strategic window of opportunity for expanding cooperation with the EU, desiring to diversify its energy sources, but also with the region, as Egypt aspires to become a regional hub through which Israeli gas could be traded with other regional partners. The Regional Gas Forum, established in 2019, including Israel, Egypt, Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Jordan, the Palestinian Authority and France, with the EU and the US as observers, is a platform for further regional dialogue and collaboration (Mitchell, 2020). The Israeli and Egyptian triangular model of political, economic, energetic, cultural collaboration with Greece and Cyprus may serve as inspiration to other regional players such as Jordan and the Palestinian Authority. These new interests seem to outweigh the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. However, this collaboration is challenged by other regional players (Harari, 2021), such as Turkey (Soler, 2021), which need to be included in it to ensure its full success.

4. Conclusion

While full EU membership is not feasible for Israel at this stage, and does not seem to optimally serve both parties' interests, both the EU and Israel could profit from enhancing their relations, by full realization, upgrade and modernization of their Association Agreement.

EU’s insistence to subject advancement of such economic integration to political results in the region seems to open the way for other, political and economic players. In the long run, the new Abraham Accords, expected to be followed by mutual trade and economic agreements, Israel's trade diversification policy and the regional gas initiatives could erode the economic importance of the EU to Israel and to the Mediterranean region. Global changes in the patterns of international trade, including the ongoing shift from trade in goods to trade in services, the development of e-commerce and of global supply and value chains (De Backer and Miroudot, 2014; Demertzis and Maslorenos, 2020), may enhance this drift. For their best respective interests, both Israel and the EU should better choose to avoid these consequences by leveraging these regional developments to enhance their partnership.
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i Values such as human dignity, freedom, equality, respect for human rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities, pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality between women and men. Like the EU, Israel aims at promoting peace, its values and the well-being of its citizens, striving to offer them freedom, security and justice are included in Arts. 2-3 of the Treaty on the European Union (TEU). Israel is not subject to the TEU and has no constitution. Nevertheless, these values are enshrined in a series of ‘Basic Laws’ Israel has enacted during the years, having a constitutional status, as well as in many Israeli High Court of Justice judgments.

ii Nevertheless, Cyprus became an EU member without being situated in ‘Europe’ and Turkey became an EU candidate although most of its territory is situated in Asia.

iii While this is the official EU position, its member states’ position regarding it seem to be divided into three blocks (Assenburg, 2019, 66).
More details are retrieved from: https://ufmsecretariat.org/who-we-are/. For impact analysis on this program on Israel see: Stteter, 2008; Munin, 2008; Tovias, 2021.

Before Cyprus joined the EU in 2004, the latter tried to impose a political arrangement that would solve the old Greek-Turkish conflict over North Cyprus. It was rejected in a referendum by the Greek-Cypriot population and nevertheless Cyprus became an EU member state.

This scheme entitles goods originating in two or more of the eligible states to trade benefits, when exported to the EU. See more details in European Commission, 2019.

As long as Israel is not an EU member, even if it adopts such EU arrangements unilaterally and voluntarily, the different legal context may imply their different development in terms of future amendments and interpretation, in comparison to EU legislation and interpretation.

The EU extended Brita interpretation to apply to agriculture, research and development, education, sports and other activities taking place in the territories. (European Commission 2011, 2013, 2013a, 2014, 2015). Psagot case extended it further, to consumer protection labelling. Other Israeli free trade area agreements, such as the agreement with the US and the recently concluded agreement with South Korea also exclude the territories from their scope of application (Rotter, 2019), but these agreements are seldom publicly discussed.

This pragmatic approach corresponds to that adopted by the EU itself in other areas under contested sovereignty, e.g. North Cyprus (CJEU, 2000); the case of Ceuta and Melilla (under political dispute between Spain and Morocco), as well as to the WTO notion of ‘customs territories’, embodied in GATT Arts. XXIV and XXVI.

The CJEU judgment in the case of Front Polisario (CJEU, 2016) follows a similar logic.

Other grounds for EU avoidance to conclude such an agreement with Israel include EU priorities. In recent years, the global TISA (Trade in Services Agreement) initiative - a complementary agreement to the 1995 GATS that could have rendered a bilateral agreement unnecessary - formed another reason for delay. This initiative was undermined by the US's Trump administration.

GNI of EU members is the major resource for EU budget, comprising about 56% of it, complementing traditional own resources, VAT-based contributions and other revenues. (European Commission, 2017).

Being WTO members, the two parties enjoy the free movement of persons benefits provided for by the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), reinforced by Arts. 29-30 of the Association Agreement between them, but these benefits are quite limited due to the multilateral framework in which they were given. Bilaterally, better terms may be obtained through mutual agreement. (Marchetti and Roy, 2008, 82).

In EU context, free movement of persons is subject to security exceptions which would have applied to Israel, had it become a member state. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of these exceptions is constantly challenged in EU reality: see, e.g. Yehezkeli and Dery, 2012.

In the first quarter of 2019, tourist person-nights amounted to 54% of total person-nights in Israeli hotels. (Raz, 2019).

Based on Arts. 29 (services liberalization), 57 (immigration policy), 64 (coordination of social security regimes) of the Association Agreement.

Sharing the limited regional water resources forms a decisive aspect of Israel-Jordan's peace agreement of 1994. In 2010 a complementary agreement between the parties was concluded, providing for mutual exchange of fresh water for desalinated water. Desalination enlarges the overall quantity of sweet water in this region, which including substantial areas of desert suffers constantly from water shortage. (Globes, 2016).

A well known example to such a successful business is Grandma Jamila's soap factory. (Embassy of Israel, Madrid, 2016).